
Prof. Anders Karlhede                            21.06.2017
Chancellor for Science
Professor of Physics
Stockholm University
Sweden    

Dear Prof. Karlhede,
RE: New Europe Project 
I am an independent researcher, PhD, a citizen of Israel,  actually a Russian hostage in Israel, 81. In the 
course of my almost 40-year-long research, that I started in Russia late in the 60s and since 1992 have 
proceeded with in Israel, Europe and Canada, I achieved the following:
(1) reformed modern physics, which is not recognized officially yet;
(2) discovered the true interpretation of the General System Theory, actually the Philosophy of Science;
(3) worked out the general methodology for reforming modern science including humanities;
(4) created the frameworks of the true sciences of Politics and Economics, the sciences nonexistent or 
underdeveloped before. 

As an analysis shows, the crisis of modern science has been underlying the present general ideological 
crisis of civilization now threatening the very existence of humankind. So my current mission is to 
organize the reform of modern science on a large scale, including perhaps religion.  Such a mission 
needs a strong international support and a coordinating center. I would like just to put such a reform on 
track and prepare younger researchers to substitute me when necessary. 
 
Seeking international support for my research in physics, 10.02.17,  I submitted my abstract, “Systemic 
Logic in Theoretical  Astrophysics”, ID371, to the Nordita Cosmology Conference, scheduled for July 
2017. The abstract however was rejected without any convincing argument and in a format suggesting 
fabrication. With a decade-long history of such rejections at European and Israeli conferences, besieged 
in Israel by a gang of Russian agents blocking all my important correspondence, I have decided to visit 
Stockholm and get to know the true reason for denying me participation at the Conference.

June 18, I sent an email to Dr. Katherine Freese, Chair of the Conference, asking an appointment; 
having no response,  I decided to visit the Nordita with the hope to discuss the problem with members 
of the organizing committee.  However, I was denied any opportunity to meet any person responsible 
for the program of the conference and ready to discuss seriously the issue in question. I had been ready 
for such a failure and had to accept it. However, such a conduct of the European scientific community, 
refusing to consider new scientific ideas, whatever radical, characterizes quite completely the state of 
modern European society as a whole. Let us just recall Hegel's pronouncement relevant for this case: 
“Everything inconsistent with its underlying idea is doomed”.  The European society was created on 
earth to be the spiritual center of civilization. Modern Europe seems to have ceased to be such a center, 
which therefore may suggest the coming end of Europe. The current political trends may confirm that 
gloomy conclusion.  

To change that fatal course, for Europe to revive, it would be necessary to reform radically its society. 
Fortunately, my unique research, based on the true scientific method, the merger of science and 
philosophy, provides the proper ideology and methodology for such a reform.

In this connection I propose you to do the following:
(1) to organize a professional estimation of my research in physics;
(2) to establish in Sweden an International Coordinating Center aimed at  leading and coordinating the 



reform of modern science;
(3) to appoint me Director General of the Center, providing me with the proper social status and living 
conditions in this country. 
Please find enclosed the URLs of some of my relevant online papers and documents.

Yours sincerely,
Igor Makarov, PhD
Independent Researcher
Reform Science Center, www.reformscience.org
Phone: 0790 254 495
Email: info@reformscience.org; reformach110@gmail.com 

Enclosure: 
(1) my research in physics: http://kvisit.com/S3sv0Aw; 
(2) its abstract: http://kvisit.com/ShZO9AQ; 
(3) Igor Makarov. Reform of Modern Science. Politics. Economics: http://kvisit.com/So_rUAQ; 
(4) my CV: http://kvisit.com/SlZHRAQ; 
(5) my photo (2016): http://kvisit.com/SmsbzAw  .
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